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APPLICATION OF SULFATE-REDUCING BACTERIA FOR 

ENRICHMENT ORES 

N.N.lyalikova 

Institute of Microbiology of the Academy of Sciences, 

Moscow, USSR 

L.L.lyubavina, P.M.Solozhenkin 

Institute of Chemistry of the Academy of Sciences of 

Tadzhikistan, Dushanbe, USSR 

Abstract: The culture of sulfate-reducing bacteria was used as a 

sulfideproducer for the enrichment of oxidized antimony and lead ores. 

The recovery of antimony and lead was 5~10% higher than extraction by 

standard floatation method. 

Sulfate-reducing bacteria were successfully used as the desorbent 

and depressor in floatation of sulfide collective concentrates result- 

ing in selection of lead and zink, copper and molybdeniun, 

Sulfate-reducing bacteria could be used as highly effective float— 

ing reagent, if subjected to increased investigation in this directi- 

on. 

Application of bacteria for enrichment sulfide ores is based on 

oxidizing processes, The authors of the present paper have tried to 

use a reverse process, i.e., the process reducing sulfate to hydrogen 

sulfide by sulfate-reducing bacteria. 

It is known that on the addition of sulfates, carbonates, chlori- 

des or oxides of metals to the culture of sulfate-reducing bacteria 

corresponding sulfides are produced, Such experiments were conducted 

by Miller (1), Baas-Becking and Moore (2), Rémer and Schwartz (3), 

Zukov and Schwartz (4) and by other investigators, In practice, so-
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dium sulfide is widely employed as a regulator of floatation proces- 

ses, particularly, in sulfidization of oxidized minerals (Glembozky , 

Klassen (5)). A 

In view of the above said, the authors made an attempt to use 4 

biological process of mineral formation for practical purposes, First 

tests involving sulfidization were conducted using the flasks with 

well fitted stoppers, each flask containing 100 gr of antimony oxi- 

dized ore, The flasks were filled up with the Postgate's (6) medium 

containing sodium lactate and inoculated by the enrichment culture 

of sulfate-reducing bacteria belonging Desulfovibrio genus, This cul- 

ture had been isolated from the molybdenum-wolfram deposit, After 

2—3 days the ore was subjected to floatation, The test involving the 

tails of sulfide floatation and aimed at achieving a complete reco- 

very of antimony have yielded the following results: antimony extrac— 

tion in experimental flasks varied from 11,8 to 15.4% (of ore), and 

in controle flasks the recovery was 4.1%, Thus, the treatment of 

sulfide floatation tails by sulphate-reducing bacteria leads to an 

increase of antimony extraction by 8-11%. Such an effect cannot be 

achieved if sodium sulfide is used, since it increases markedly the 

pH value of the pulp and dissolves partly antimony minerals. As the 

growing of bacteria directly on the ore takes several days, the 

authors started to treat minerals and ores by the bacterial culture 

which was previously cultivated separately in the liquid medium, 

First experiments were conducted on minerals, The experiments on 

bacterial sulfidization of galena oxidized by hydrogen peroxide and 

the experiments on antimony trioxide 8b203 have shown that even a 

minimum five-minute treatment by the sulfate-reducing bacteria re- 

vives markedly a floatation of minerals and helps to extract 82-92% 

antimony and lead. Figure 1 presents the data showing that the 

treatment by the cultural liquid enhances first the floatation of 

minerals. This can be examplified by cerussite (PbCO3), whose floata- 

tion ability increases by 20-25%. 
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Ghe influence of the amount of cultural medium on 
the flotation of minerals (accouding to H,$ eontent) 
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Fig. 4 

For the experiments to be conducted on the ores, the authors used 

oxidized lead ores of Tadzhikistan ore deposits. The main ore compo-— 

nents were galena,cerussite and plumbojarosite, The oxidation degree 

of the ores was 40% and 70%. The results cited in Table 1 demonstra- 

te that the application of the sulfate-reducing bacteria as a sulfi- 

dizator leads to an increase of lead recovery by 5-8%, as distinct 

from the floatation under similar conditions but using sodium sulfi- 

de. 

The tests on sulfidization of the oxidized lead ore were performed 

not only in laboratory conditions, but also on a floatation device 

of the semi—industrial type.
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Table 1 

Technological data of floatation of oxidized ores 
of different deposits (butyl xanthate —- 90 gr/t, 

T-~66—350 gr/t) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Name of Yield Content Recovery Consumption of 
product %o Yo % sulfidizator, 

mger/1 

Sample No.1, oxidation degree of the ore ~ 40% 

concentrate 15.39 11,2 78,46 

intermediate 
product 4,94 3.45 7.76 Na.s ~ 250 

tails 79.67 0.38 13.78 

ore 100.0 Boe 100.0 

concentrate 14,03 12.1 74.35 

intermediate 
product 4,15 3.86 701 Nao - 300 

tails 81.82 ©, 52 18,64 

ore 100.0 2.28 100.0 

concentrate 11,41 11,49 86.93 : 
: : Sulfate—-reduc-— 
intermediate oe z 
product 477 1.52 3.82 ing bacteria 

Con HS) 
tails 83.82 0.21 9.25 

ore 100.0 1.9 100.0 20 

Sample No.2, oxidation degree of the ore ~ 70% 

concentrate 17.27 10.35 69.38 

intermediate 
product 8.43 54 16,68 Na,8 - 250 

tails 7803 0.48 13095 

ore 100.0 2.58 100.0 

concentrate 19.11 9.11 77 G2 Sulfaterreduc— 
ou : ing bacteria 

intermediate : 
product 6.11 4.42 12.04 (on HAS), 40 
tails 74.78 0.34 10.34 

ore 100.0 Zea 100.0 
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As the culture of sulfate-reducing bacteria used in the experi- 

ments was not a pure, the authors were able to substitute the sodi- 

um lactate, which is a relatively expensive source of carbon, for 

other cheaper substances, mostly waste products, Since the experi- 

ments were conducted in the Middle Asia (Institute of Chemistry, 

the Tadzhikistan Academy of Sciences), instead of the sodium lactate 

the authors used linter dust that is a waste product of cotton seed 

processing. 

When 3 gr/l of linter dust was added to the mineral medium, the 

quantity of hydrogen sulfide in the fourth-fifth day reached 250-360 

mgr/l. To conduct a semi-industrial testing, the sulfate-reducing 

bacteria were cultivated in 10—litre bottles, The bottles filled with 

300 gr of linter dust in each, 5 gr potassium phosphate and 5 er of 

ammonium chloride. Some 100 ml of the culture of sulfate-reducing 

bacteria growing on lactate was then added. Then the bottles were 

filled up with the Shambori mineral water which served as a source 

of sulfate and trace elements. The mineral content of this sulfate- 

chloride—sodium water is about 3 gr/l. The water contains 1300 mgr/l 

of sulfates and 2 mgr/l of hydrogen sulfide, its pH value being 7.6. 

Simultaneously, the authors undertook a floatation of the same ore 

using sodium sulfide as a sulfidizator., The technical and economic 

assessment has shown that in the case where sulfate-reducing bacte- 

ria were used, the expenditures for a sulfidizator are 30 times 

less. 

As it is seen on Fig.1, the increase in the time of the contact 

with bacteria and in the hydrogen sulfide concentration results in 

a deep depression of the minerals making them loose their floatation 

properties. This is likely due to the appearance on the surface of 

the minerals of free sulfide (s°7) and hydro-sulfide (HS”) ions, 

which impede the interaction of xanthate ions with the surface of 

the minerals (Polkin, Adamov (7)). 

It is seen from the Figure 2 that molybdenite and chalcopyrite 

behave differently when being treated for a long period by bacte- 

rial solutions, The floatation ability of molybdenite almost does 

not change, whereas chalcopyrite is greatly depressed, This factor 

helps to separate a collective copper—molybdenum concentrate by 

sulfate-reducing bacteria used as a depressor,
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The influence of the bacterial treatment duration 
on the selection of minerals. 
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Fig.2 

The sulfate-reducing bacteria may also be utilized in the floation 

| process as desorbents for xanthagenic coating, The experiments were 

conducted on crushed minerals which were floatated; the foamy product 

of the floatation was then dehydrated and subsequently treated with 

sulfate-reducing bacteria, The amount of the desorbed xanthate that 

passed into the solution was determined by the "Specord" Spectropho— 

tometer, AS a result of desorption of the xanthate, the minerals 

loose their floatation properties. 
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The influence of bacterial desorption 
of xanthate on flotation of minerals. 
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A depression of galena and sphalerite occurs in this case under 

somewhat different conditions, The regularities revealed helped to 

separate an artificial mixture of minerals consisting of 3 gr of ga-~ 

lena and 3 gr of sphalerite. Firstly, the minerals were floatated 

into a collective concentrate, which was subsequently treated by the 

bacterial solution containing 10° cells of sulfate-reducing bacteria 

in 1ml. After this treatment, the concentrate was subjected to a 

selective floatation performed by conventional reagents (Zn80, NaCN, 

xanthate, pine oil). As a result, the sphalerite was depressed and 

became practically non-floatatable, whereas the galena did not loose 

its floatation ability. As can be deduced from Fig.2, the recovery 

of galena was over 80%, while that of sphalerite under the same con 

ditions was about 4.5%. The galena passed into the concentrate, whe- 

reas the sphalerite passed into the tails, and because of this, a 

separation of lead and zinc concentrates took place. The treating of 

the collective concentrate by water or sterile medium during the 

control tests has not led to the separation of lead—zine concentrate. 

It should be noted that the application of sulphate-reducing bacteria 

lowers appreciably a consumption of sodium cyanide, which in case of 

application of bacterial desorption in industry will largely contri-
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pute to a decrease of the environmental pollution. 

The paper describes three possible means of application of sulfate- 

reducing bacteria as a modifying agent in floatation process: I- a 

sulfidizator; Ii — a depressor; [II - a desorbent, Further investiga- 

tions will probably permit application cf sulfate-reducing bacteria 

in industry. Moreover, these bacteria may be used in some other pro- 

cesses. Utilization of sulfate-reducing bacteria will widen the pos— 

sibilities of microbiology in processes involving the ore enrichment. 
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